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CAMP BARNARD 2014-2019 5-YEAR PLAN
Why Camp Barnard? (Mission)
Camp Barnard, on southern Vancouver Island, provides a
nurturing environment for Scouting and other youth to
learn new skills and experience nature and their place in it.

How does it do this? (Vision)
By providing, at reasonable cost, high quality outdoor
programs for both youth and their leaders, easy access
to outdoor resources and environments in the local area,
and excellent facilities and equipment.

The Camp
Camp Barnard is a 100 hectare (251 acre) mostly forested property with a 7
hectare (17 acre) lake and several fish-bearing creeks about 45 km west of
Victoria in the hills near Sooke. Much of it was gifted to Scouting by Senator
George Barnard in 1945 and several additional parcels were added in the 1970s.
The Camp is owned and managed by Scouts Canada (Cascadia Council) and is used
year round by both Scouting groups and a variety of other youth organizations to
deliver their programs. The Camp offers both short and long-term residential
camping, wilderness camping, and day use opportunities. Facilities include lodges
with sleeping lofts, commercial kitchens, bunkhouses, camping sites, chapel, playing
fields, an enclosed swimming area, and a boathouse with canoe rentals. Extensive
areas of the Camp were logged in the early 1980s with most left to regenerate
naturally.

Financial and Usage History
Although primarily a “Scouting” facility, Camp Barnard has encouraged 3rd party
use, both for revenue and to support local area youth. Even with this, for many
years the Camp operated at a deficit that was built into regional budgets and
offset by high local Scouting membership fees. By 2004, however, major changes
in Scouts Canada at both the national and provincial levels meant that deficits
would no longer be supported. Not only did the Camp need to eliminate an almost
$40,000 annual deficit but it had to do this in the face of declining Scouting
enrollments, severe insurance-related restrictions on 3rd party use, and the need
to restore existing facilities and to meet new health and safety standards. The
continued existence of the Camp was very much at risk.
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At that time, a 5-Year Plan, really a “survival plan”, was developed to save Camp
Barnard. Camp Ranger support was cut to half-time, expenses were reduced and
increased effort was devoted to fundraising, marketing and restoration of the
Camp infrastructure. Thanks largely to immense efforts by the Camp Barnard
Committee, local Scouters and supportive organizations and businesses, the
objectives of that plan have largely been achieved – or will be in the next few
years. In addition, the full-time Camp Ranger position was restored in 2008/09,
now with part time assistance.
The table below and Appendices A and B to this Plan summarize Camp financial
history since 2006/07 and usage history since 2004/05.
Fiscal Year 2004/05 2005/06
$ (Sep 1 – Aug 31)
Revenue
Expenses
Financial control
Net Income
centralized in
Vancouver
Investment
Funds
Camper Nights
Scouting
3rd Party
Total

5,456
2,786
8,242

4,925
3,576
8,501

2006/07

2007/08

2008/09

2009/10

2010/11

2011/12

2012/13

2013/14

93,600
95,092
(1,492)

128,370
138,545
(10,175)

137,916
137,789
128

141,243
120,821
20,422

134,409
110,782
23,627

134,292
127,514
6,778

135,145
131,040
4,105

175,405
143,236
32,169

71,088

60,100

54,369

55,774

43,219

70,173

76,005

105,918

4,766
3,683
8,449

4,491
5,218
9,709

4,510
5,991
10,501

5,557
6,027
11,984

5,042
5,089
10,131

8,890
4,509
13,399

4,683
4,165
8,848

5,216
6,564
11,780

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the data:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

fundraising income increased dramatically after 2004 to the $30-40,000 per year range and
has been maintained since;
grants and donations also increased and continue to support most capital improvements;
operational expenses have been and continue to be well controlled;
Scouting usage has been relatively constant since 2004, except for 2011/12 when there was a
major Scouting summer event.
3rd party use increased until 2009/10 when the situation reversed (until 2013/14);
3rd party use has consistently been in the 50% of total range since 2007/08 (except for
2011/12);
spring and summer are usually the seasons of heaviest use but summer is highly variable;
fiscal 2012/13 was a bad year, especially in the summer.

Most importantly, though, Camp Barnard has generally been living within its budget
since 2005, with only occasional recourse to its investment funds; the Camp
infrastructure has been largely restored; and the Camp remains a vital contributor
to the success of Scouting on southern Vancouver Island. And improvements
continue – current priority capital projects (Appendix A), for example, will
remediate and expand the swimming area and dock, improve one of the kitchens,
and provide a new washroom.
10/17/2015
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Building this Plan
This 2014-2019 Plan has been developed
in very different circumstances from
the 2005-2009 Plan. The continued
existence of Camp Barnard is now
assured although funding remains
tenuous, some facility improvements
remain to be completed, and 3rd party
use has been gradually declining. We
also have direction from Scout
Canada’s 2009 “Scouting Now: An Action Plan for Canadian
Scouting” to “transform Scout properties from places for Scout groups to camp
and play into Scout Activity Centres which offer a range of programs and
activities”. Scouts Canada, too, has renewed its commitment to environmental
responsibility and has further lessened restrictions on 3rd party use. And lastly,
Cascadia Council will expect a new Camp management structure and process to be in
place in the near future that more directly involves local Scouting groups.
There are many ways to build a 5-year plan. The Plan which follows has been
created using the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Direction from Scouts Canada and Cascadia Council
Build from the past
Leadership from the Camp Barnard Committee
Involve both Scouting and other interested stakeholders
Structured and facilitated process
Standardized format across Goals
Performance measures and targets
Include plan implementation
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5-Year Plan Goals
The key issues for the Plan to address have
been identified as:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

changing the Camp planning, operating
and reporting process to accommodate
input and approval from Greater
Victoria Area Scouting groups;
improving the ability of Camp
management team volunteers and staff
to effectively address ongoing
management activities, including enhanced volunteer support;
transforming the Camp into an Activity Centre in ways that are practical and
affordable;
finding support, especially external, for environmental stewardship and
education;
properly maintaining and continuing to improve facilities and equipment;
expanding communications and marketing, especially to 3rd party users; and
stabilizing and growing fundraising initiatives;

in order to
•
•
•

increase support in the Greater Victoria Area for Camp Barnard and its
programs;
satisfy existing Scouting users but, especially, to increase use by Cub and
Scout section youth; and
increase 3rd party use.
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To these ends, this Plan is intended to provide focus for and to assist in the
achievement of the following broad goals over the next 5 years:
1. Improved performance through expanded Scouting group
involvement, enhanced volunteer support and management excellence
2. Enhanced high quality outdoor programs for both youth and their
leaders
3. Camp Barnard a valued classroom for environmental management and
education
4. Essential supportive facilities and equipment in place and fully
functional
5. Camp Barnard’s mission and capabilities known and supported
throughout the region
Realization of these goals has the potential to significantly improve both the value
of the Camp to Scouting and its viability. Unless carefully and incrementally
implemented, though, it also has the potential to demand both human and financial
resources beyond those available and to fail.
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Goal 1: Improved performance through management excellence,
enhanced volunteer support and expanded Scouting group
involvement
Realization of this goal means that
Camp Barnard will have the
management, financial and
administrative structures,
systems, volunteers and staff in
place to fully support its mandate.
This is required for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

increased “ownership” of Camp by
Greater Victoria Area Scouting groups
volunteer and staff recruitment,
supervision, training and appreciation
effective day-to-day management,
operation and use of the Camp
the health and safety of Camp users
proper budgeting and management of funds
meeting organizational reporting and records retention requirements
ensuring that procedures and standards are up to date, complete and accessible
communications, marketing and fundraising
infrastructure maintenance and improvement
timely, cost-effective delivery of approved new initiatives, and
planning for the future including succession planning

Strategies:
1. Re-invent the Camp Barnard Committee – to add direct representation,
oversight and approval of Camp Barnard initiatives, activities, finances and
operations by Greater Victoria Area and each of its constituent Scouting
groups.
2. Refocus and strengthen the Camp management team – by clearly defining key
roles and responsibilities and recruiting volunteers to both fill newly identified
positions and replace retiring members, including consideration of how youth
could most effectively contribute.
3. Improve financial controls and management reporting – by bringing in
accounting expertise to oversee modification and updating of existing systems
as necessary.
4. Take communications, marketing and fundraising more seriously – by ensuring
that Camp management team has the volunteers and resources – including
funding - to develop and coordinate marketing initiatives and to manage
fundraisers.
10/17/2015
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5. Review and update procedures- including standards and practices for Camp
and activity operation and use, administration, health and safety, food services,
facilities, and records management.
6. Make planning and reporting an ongoing priority – encompassing long term
plans with usage and budget targets, annual and project plans, succession plans
for volunteers and staff, and including regular status reports and user surveys
as well as plan development.
Performance Measures and Targets:
Performance Measure
1. Number of vacant positions on
Camp management team
2. Number of user complaints
resolved/not resolved
3. Number of Scouting groups/youth
contributing to Camp management,
operation and fundraising
4. Number of procedures not up-todate and easily available

Base
(August 31, 2014)

Target
(August 31, 2019)
0

0

Current Reality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

capable, hardworking, high achieving core group of volunteers and capable,
productive operational staff but very vulnerable to loss of key individuals.
Camp management totally dependent on volunteers resulting in insufficient
control and supervision of staff and projects and ad hoc project initiation.
ad hoc Camp management team structure biased in membership toward facility
restoration and with too few people taking on too many responsibilities.
excellent relationships with supporting Scouting groups, suppliers, service
providers, Cascadia Council and provincial Scouting staff.
however, little direct involvement in or control of Camp planning and operations
by local Greater Victoria Area Scouting groups.
good advantage taken of free/subsidized help from Camp users and other
supportive individuals and organizations.
effective, well-run user registration/payment system capable of providing
detailed information on Camp usage.
financial system software outdated, not all transactions correctly captured –
e.g. grants, capital expenditures vs operational – and useful management
summaries difficult to obtain.
incomplete financial controls and no external review of revenues/expenditures.
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•

•
•
•
•

in addition to BP&P, local operational and administrative procedures and
standards exist but there could be gaps and there is no easily accessible
inventory.
no easily accessible records management system except for user
registration/payment and routine financial transactions.
internal reporting irregular and incomplete.
ad hoc planning, primarily annual budget focused.
uncertain capacity to deliver on new initiatives in the longer term.

Action Items:
•

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

customize and implement the Cascadia camp management model when it is
finalized and approved (approval before end of 2014 calendar year; implement in
September 2015), including:
− an Annual General Meeting involving all Greater Victoria Area groups
− voting approval for tabled reports, financial statements, proposed budgets,
proposed procedures, and strategic and operational plans
− elections for executive positions on the management team
develop a Terms of Reference and revised structure for the Camp management
team that will improve control of Camp operations and enable timely delivery of
the goals and strategies in this Plan (by end of November 2014) - including
specific consultation with youth about their involvement with Camp in general
and Camp management in particular.
prepare job descriptions for identified positions on the management team, both
volunteer and staff (by end of February 2015).
create an ongoing “nominating committee” to identify potential candidates for
current and upcoming vacancies on the Camp management team and to recruit
them – including a continuing inventory of available talent and active recruiting
of Scouting alumni (by end of March 2015).
determine the current requirements for effective financial record keeping and
control and for the management and budgeting of Camp Barnard finances and
identify any shortcomings in the existing system – with the assistance of
outside accounting expertise (by end of February 2015).
develop, test and implement a revised financial management system, including
updating the system software (by end of August 2015).
include funding for marketing and fundraising in the 2014/15 Camp Barnard
budget (by end of August 2014).
create and implement an organized, accessible records management system for
Camp Barnard and the Camp Barnard Committee (by end of August 2016); in the
short term, consolidate existing digital records online (by end of November
2014).
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•
•

•

•
•
•

develop and implement a Camp Barnard volunteer appreciation program (by end
of February 2016).
document and consolidate existing/in progress Camp Barnard procedures –
beyond BP&P, identify gaps and shortcomings (by end of February 2015), and
revise/develop as necessary (draft versions to fill critical gaps by end of June
2015; fully operational by end of December 2016).
identify and define the critical surveys, plans and reports – including usage
reporting for individual facilities (see Goal 5) - for the continued successful
management and operation of Camp Barnard (by end of August 2015).
meet the reporting requirements of BC-Yukon Properties – monthly and annual
(ongoing).
review 5-Year Plan progress annually and as part of the budgeting process (by
end of July each year).
work with Greater Victoria Area groups and Cascadia Council to confirm a
detailed long term vision for Camp Barnard, assess the capacity of the Camp to
address that vision, and set usage and budget targets (by end of August 2016).
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Goal 2: Enhanced high quality
outdoor programs for both
youth and their leaders
Realization of this goal means that
Camp Barnard provides and enables a
broad range of exciting, involving,
quality outdoor programs that support
the values of Scouting. This is a high
priority because:
•

•
•
•
•

outdoor programs are central to Scouting
methods for providing fun, education and
challenge to youth through learning by
doing, teamwork and personal
responsibility
delivery of such programs within Scouting groups is hampered by the preparation time and
resources needed and by new leader inexperience
imaginative, well run outdoor programs, especially those that involve youth in leadership
roles, will increase youth interest and grow Scouting
fee-based programs for 3rd party users will generate both public profile and revenue and
could attract new members to Scouting
the ongoing viability of Camp Barnard depends upon transforming it into an “activity centre”
for youth of all ages

Strategies
1. Establish a Program Team – including youth, adults and staff to plan,
coordinate and ensure delivery of programs and activities based at Camp
Barnard.
2. Build on Existing Activities and Interest – focussing on multiple activity types
that would move the Camp toward the Adventure Centre model and taking
advantage of external, relevant programs offered both by Scouting and outside
agencies.
3. Provide DIY Outdoor Program Packages – equivalent to Jumpstarts with
supporting resources available through Camp Barnard.
4. Deliver Outdoor Programs – both within Scouting and to 3rd party youth
organizations.
5. Expand Outdoor Skills Training for Leaders – with innovative approaches to
encourage interest.
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Performance Measure
1. Number of outdoor programs
offered through Camp Barnard
2. Total number of attendees at those
outdoor programs
3. Total number of youth involved in
program development and delivery
4. Number of ready-to-go outdoor
program signouts
5. Number of leaders completing
supplementary outdoor skills
training

Base
(August 31, 2014)

Target
(August 31, 2019)

4

10

0 per year

50 per year

10% of new leaders?

25% of new leaders

Current Reality
•
•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Camp support of programs has commonly been limited to on-site facilities and
equipment (which may be outdated and/or incomplete).
leaders of individual Scouting groups typically deliver their own programs.
at this point in time, Camp Barnard sponsors only a few outdoor skills programs
for either Scouting or 3rd party users, most notably Canoeing and Archery; both
have depended on the same one or two qualified individuals for delivery.
Scouting youth are involved in the delivery of programs to other youth (e.g.
Spring and Fall Scout Camps) but there is considerable opportunity to expand
this.
major youth programs at Camp are usually tied to Greater Victoria Area
Scouting events (e.g. Beaveree, Wolf Howl, Spring Challenge) and are delivered
by Area volunteers.
the 2015 and 2019 Pacific Jamborees at Camp Barnard could benefit Campbased program development.
relevant programs offered by outside agencies in the Camp Barnard area or
which could be offered at the Camp have not been fully investigated.
both the breadth and depth of leader outdoor training has declined in recent
years and the responsibility for delivery is unclear.
outside renters deliver their own programs.
there are, at present, no dedicated staff or funding for programs and Scouting
volunteers for program delivery are already overworked.
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Action Items
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

add one or two members to the existing “core program team” (by end of
November 2014).
complete current program-related projects at Camp – e.g. structured
Playground for 4-7 year olds, backcountry Climbing Wall (by end of June 2015).
continue to deliver existing outdoor training for leaders and, where possible,
for youth – Canoeing, Archery, Leave No Trace, Outdoor Skills Day (ongoing)
survey Scouting groups (by end of November 2014) to identify additional
packages and training that would be of particular interest and use for new
leaders; explicitly consider whether Camp-based elements of Scouts CARE
Green and Project WILD should be re-established.
survey 3rd party user groups (by end of January 2015) to identify additional
programs they would be interested in.
investigate both relevant programs offered by outside agencies in the Camp
Barnard area and programs that could be offered by external partners at the
Camp (by end of February 2015).
recommend to the Camp Barnard Committee strategies and required resources
both to maintain the viability of existing programs in the longer term and to
establish and deliver high priority new programs identified through consultation
with users (by end of March 2015).
investigate and report to Camp Barnard Committee regarding the feasibility of
using the “profits” from programs delivered to 3rd parties to fund “on call”
and/or part-time staff for development and delivery of both those programs
and programs for Scouting leaders and youth (by end of March 2015).
select and complete the development of the first 10 DIY outdoor program
packages, including both write-ups and samples of the equipment needed – e.g.
campfire building, setting up a campsite, outdoor cooking, pioneering, outdoor
safety, geocaching, orienteering, animal tracking (by end of April 2016).
coordinate with overall Camp marketing activities to initiate and carry out
program-specific marketing to Scouters and youth using the GVA calendar,
online information with video links, social media and e-mail, and presentations at
Key 3 meetings (ongoing).
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Goal 3: Camp Barnard a valued
classroom for environmental
management and education
Realization of this goal means that Camp
Barnard is protecting, restoring and
enhancing natural ecosystems on the
property and is providing groups with
learning opportunities using both its own
and nearby natural environments and
resources. This is a priority because:
•
•
•
•

environmental knowledge, appreciation and stewardship is a key component of Scouting
programs
Camp Barnard provides exceptional opportunities for environmental education and
stewardship because it is a large property with extensive natural areas, both terrestrial and
aquatic, and offers easy access to nearby wilderness environments
these opportunities are augmented by the Camp’s location within a region of past and present
natural resource use, including industrial forestry, commercial and sport fisheries, and mining
the Camp is also close to rapidly expanding urban development and, as owner and given its
values, Scouts Canada has both the opportunity and responsibility to preserve and manage its
natural habitats for the long term

Strategies:
1. Establish an environment team – including Scouting youth and adults but
especially experts from academic, conservation and resource use organizations
that see Camp Barnard as an opportunity for achieving their own objectives.
2. Demonstrate responsible environmental stewardship - using Camp Barnard to
showcase sound practices based on best available knowledge and with both
Scouting and external involvement.
3. Support the development and delivery of environmental programs – with
information, infrastructure, resourced on-the-shelf activities for youth and
adults, and links to expertise for activity support and delivery.
4. Support the marketing of environmental programs – including linkages to
Scouting program requirements, identification of potential 3rd party clients, and
input to promotional material for both those clients and funding agencies.
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Performance Measure
1. Per cent of designated natural ecosystems
within Camp Barnard with management plans
in place and in use
2. Number of Camp Barnard environmental
stewardship projects in progress/completed by
youth/adults
3. Number of Scouting/3rd party youth
participating in Camp Barnard environmental
programs/activities

Base
(August 31, 2014)

Target
(August 31, 2019)

0
0
0

Current Reality:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

have recent generalized ecosystem mapping and a vegetation species list for
Camp and some opportunities for restoration have been identified (Hogg, 2011).
we have not identified in detail the natural areas and sites at the Camp which
should be protected, restored or enhanced for the long term.
five mini natural environment geocache tours have been developed for small
groups (Hogg, 2011).
existing trails and signage have not been well maintained or fully developed.
on-site equipment to support environmental education and stewardship has not
been inventoried or evaluated.
off-site nearby environments and resources have not been identified or
described.
there has been, at best, inconsistent and infrequent use of Camp Barnard’s
natural ecosystems for youth education and skills development
links to and use of external resources are ad hoc.
we have not showcased Camp Barnard’s environmental assets and potential.
the idea of resource use as a component of environmental stewardship
(selective logging, for example) has been often discussed but never explored in
detail or implemented.
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Action Items:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

complete natural history signage for the Nature Trail - currently in progress
(by end of December 2014) – and for the Lake Trail (by end of December 2015).
identify/recruit an “environmental lead” for the Camp management team (by end
of March 2015), together with small core support group, to undertake initial
environment-related activities and feasibility investigations (by end of August
2015).
canvas the local Scouting community for members who have environmental/
natural resource expertise or have contacts to local academic, conservation and
resource use organizations and are prepared to help initiate environmental
stewardship and education at Camp Barnard – using the GVA Key 3 meeting and
e-mail distribution/phone list and the GVA website (by end of May 2015).
demonstrate environmental responsibility at Camp by developing and
implementing specific stewardship procedures that apply to all users – e.g. leave
no trace in undeveloped multiple use areas (by end of June 2015).
provide expertise for identification of “natural areas” to be protected when the
Camp property is divided into management areas (see Goal 4 Action Item
scheduled for completion by end of August 2015).
identify, plan and implement environmental “quick wins” – e.g. resource bins with
materials for Camp users and course instructors; list of opportunities at or near
Camp for completing Scouting environmental badge program requirements;
information about off-site nearby opportunities for wilderness experiences and
for observation of and/or participation in sustainable resource management
activities (by end of March 2016).
determine the specific commitments that the Camp Barnard Committee/ BCYukon Properties/Scouts Canada would be prepared to make to preserve
environmental stewardship investments made by partner organizations (by end
of November 2015).
contact identified external organizations to discuss/negotiate their involvement
in environmental management and education at and through Camp Barnard – e.g.
Habitat Acquisition Trust, Sooke Salmon Enhancement, Ecoforestry Institute
(by end of November 2015).
if there is sufficient interest and probable support, establish an “environment
team” to take the lead in implementation of the strategies for this Goal (by end
of June 2016).
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Goal 4: Essential supportive facilities and equipment in place and
fully functional
Realization of this goal means that Camp
Barnard has the right facilities and
equipment in the right locations to
effectively support current and anticipated
camping and program use and has the ability
to ensure full compliance with Scouts
Canada health, safety and environmental
standards. This is a high priority because:
•
•
•
•
•

Scouts Canada and Camp Barnard are committed
to providing a best experience at camp for youth
of all abilities
facilities and equipment that meet recognized standards are the foundation for the delivery of
high quality, safe programs and activities
accommodation and food services support for staff and program participants are fundamental
Camp services
facilities and equipment contribute significantly to the Camp experience for users – if that
experience is positive, they will return; if not, they won’t and they will tell others
Camp Barnard recognizes the need for continuous improvement, including facilities that
support new programs, standards and users

Strategies:
1. Meet Existing Commitments – including support for emergency and disaster
response and site preparation for PJ2015.
2. Complete Facility Rehabilitation – including Keego washroom, waterfront
improvements and Keego kitchen improvements.
3. Develop and Implement an Ongoing Preventive Maintenance Plan- including an
inventory of existing assets; establishment of renewal periods, standards and
estimated pricing; and an inspection schedule.
4. Create a Longer Term Facilities Development Plan – which recognizes
transformation to an Activity Centre, accommodates youth of all abilities,
supports modern technology, and includes management area classification and
proposed facilities for different uses.
5. Implement a Carefully Staged Facility Improvement Program – to begin
addressing the priority action items of the Facilities Development Plan.
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Performance Measure
1. Total annual usage-days for
accommodation- related facilities
2. Total annual usage days for
program-related facilities and
equipment
3. Per cent of accommodation-related
facilities that do not meet
acceptable standards
4. Per cent of facilities and equipment
required by active programs that
are not in place and fully functional

Base
(August 31, 2014)

Target
(August 31, 2019)

0
0

Current Reality:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

annual facility and equipment usage data exists in raw form but has not been
summarized for management use.
existing commitments, especially those related to PJ2015, are supported and in
progress but may require additional resources (e.g. Emergency Plan
implementation).
some funding for completion of priority facility rehabilitation projects is
confirmed but more is required.
an ongoing, funded preventive maintenance plan does not exist.
a longer term plan to identify and prioritize additional facilities development at
Camp does not exist.
the property has not been formally divided into areas with differing
management priorities > e.g. there is no protection of existing and potential
natural areas.
access to fixed facilities for youth with disabilities is largely in place but
program area access and use requires further development.

Action Items:
•

complete site preparations for PJ2015 (by end of June 2015), including legacy
works like:
− electrical service and service updating for Thompson Field, shelters around
the Playing Field, and the Amphitheatre
− graywater holding tanks for each PJ subcamp
− shower at the Young Lake Swim Area
− general improvement to roads and facilities
− backcountry climbing wall
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•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

complete Emergency Plan (by end of January 2015) and implement (by end of
June 2015):
− including required alterations to facilities.
meet currently planned facility rehabilitation/replacement targets:
− Mackenzie Creek bridge rebuild (by end of October 2014)
− waterfront improvements (by end of March 2015)
− Keego kitchen improvements (by end of March 2015)
− new Keego washroom (initiate construction by end of October 2014;
complete by end of May 2015)
− Camp Barnard sign improvements (by June 2015)
− heating systems for Mor kitchen (by end of December 2015) and for Keego
kitchen (by end of February 2018).
inventory and assess the condition and usage of existing assets at Camp,
including structures, program areas, maintenance areas, ranger dwelling, camp
vehicles and, critically, camp infrastructure including electrical, water, sewer,
gas and roads (by August 2016).
develop, budget and implement a preventive maintenance plan for those assets
that sets and addresses standards, including legal responsibilities (see BSA
Camping and Outdoor Program Committee Guide, 2011, pp.16-19) (by August
2017).
as input to the establishment and updating of rental rates and to decisions
about continued use, create a system for ongoing collection of appropriate data
for calculating unit operating costs for major Camp Barnard facilities (by June
2015); test during PJ2015 and implement for Fiscal 2015/16.
develop, budget and implement a fire suppression plan for Camp facilities (by
end of June 2019).
recognize the probable expanded future role of Camp Barnard by doing an initial
pre-emptive division of the property into areas with different management
priorities in order to preserve flexibility in future planning: e.g. natural
protected, undeveloped multiple use, program special use, developed use,
utilities, transportation (by end of August 2015).
establish a working group, determine content and develop a process with timings
for the creation and implementation of a longer term facilities improvement
plan (by end of February 2015).
identify and prioritize “no brainers” for facilities improvement in the short
term – i.e. in 2015 and 2016 before the long term plan is completed (by end of
March 2015):
− e.g. additional storage for program equipment/supplies and for “castoffs”
acquired for future improvements to facilities.
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Goal 5: Camp Barnard, its mission and facilities known and
supported throughout the region

Realization of this goal means that Camp Barnard is recognized as a critical local
resource both within and outside of Scouting, that its successes are widely and
effectively communicated, and that it has acquired the resources necessary to
meet its objectives. This is a high priority because:
•
•
•

the Camp has the potential to provide a wide range of positive outdoor experiences for all
local youth and, in so doing, to enhance the reputation of Scouting in the community
it is not presently well known, however, especially outside Scouting, and needs to transform
into an “activity centre” to fully realize its potential
maintenance of current facilities and operations requires both fundraisers and 3rd party rentals
and a move to the activity centre model will require community partnerships and additional
funds from additional users and supporters

Strategies:
1. Develop a communications and marketing plan and implement it – focussed,
incremental, realistic, tech savvy, with a budget, using outside expertise
including promised support from Scouts Canada.
2. Develop a fundraising plan and implement it.- including maintenance of
existing fundraisers, spreading the load for grants and donations, leveraging
partnerships, and re-evaluating ecoforestry.
3. “Professionalize” the Camp Barnard experience – from marketing to booking,
to program offerings, to facilities, to options for food services and cleanup, to
processes for arrival, departure, problem solving, evaluation and payment.
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Performance Measures and Targets:
Performance Measure
1. Number of media references to
Camp Barnard increased by 10%
per year
2. Minimum of 2 paid Camp
advertisements annually
3. Number of Camp Newsletters
published and distributed
4. Contribution of ongoing
fundraisers maintained
5. Camp Development Fund end-offiscal balance
6. Camp fee/rental revenue increased
by 15% per year

Base
(August 31, 2014)

Target
(August 31, 2019)

?
0

2 per year

$40,000

$40,000 + inflation

$65,900

$132,500

Current Reality:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

basics for expanded use are in place – a large property, close to Victoria, with a
lake for swimming and extensive, recently improved facilities including a variety
of accommodation.
Camp is not well known in the community and then, only as a camp for Scouting.
current product has limitations – e.g. no arrival support, no food services, no
cleanup, very few off-the-shelf programs/activities with supporting
infrastructure.
strong volunteer leadership for marketing and communications but very limited
resources, little funding, and no substantive support from higher levels in the
Scouting organization
fundraisers account for >30% of Camp operating income; all are potentially
sustainable but are volunteer dependent and much of the coordination is “off
the side of desks” – i.e. not the primary responsibility of the coordinator.
the Scouts Canada “activity centre” initiative would significantly improve the
value of the Camp for youth and could increase Camp use but is presently in its
infancy at Barnard and cannot be realized without additional resources.
Scouting use has been relatively stable in recent years (excluding one major
summer event) and, although expanded outdoor program support could change
that, the associated increase in revenue would be insufficient on its own to fund
all new proposed initiatives at Camp.
non-Scouting use currently accounts for >25% of Camp operating income and
maintaining or even expanding that percentage as program offerings are made
available and Camp usage increases is the most viable way of increasing revenue.
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•

•
•
•

this must be done in the face of budget cuts to schools for non-core activities
but can take advantage of partnerships with environmental organizations helping
at Camp and of the reduced Scouts Canada restrictions on 3rd party use of
properties.
a draft communications and marketing plan exists but additional input and
assistance is needed for both completion and implementation.
marketing initiatives are being undertaken – e.g. updated website focused on all
potential users, not just those within Scouting.
several individuals on the Camp management team (including the Chair) are
excellent fundraisers but the team does not have a fundraising coordinator
position or a plan in place to expand fundraising.

Action Items:
Communications and Marketing
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

when usage data and operating costs for individual major facilities are available
(see Goals 1 and 4), review actual costs per user for products and services
offered by Camp Barnard and adjust prices appropriately for both Scouting and
3rd party customers (by end of August 2015).
finish the draft 5-year communications and marketing plan, including specific
objectives, activities and budget for the next 12 months (by end of August
2015).
implement plan proposals for improving communication with user groups –
before, during and after their time at Camp (by end of March 2016).
use the plan to define and prioritize activities to improve the customer
experience while at Camp Barnard (by end of March 2016).
continue and expand the innovative promotional initiatives that are currently
underway for Camp Barnard, including research into alternate markets
(ongoing).
develop new partnerships – e.g. catering/cleaning, not-for-profits, event
planners, outdoor clubs, concerts (ongoing).
monitor the competition – especially what they do well that Camp Barnard could
adopt or even improve upon (ongoing).
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Fundraising
•
•
•
•

recruit a fundraising coordinator for Camp management team (by end of April
2015).
maintain current annual fundraisers – e.g. Apple Day, Christmas tree sales,
Barnard breakfast, Polar Bear swim (ongoing).
continue efforts to expand grants, donations and partnerships, not just for
facility improvement but also for program development and delivery (ongoing).
develop a 5-year plan to expand fundraising, including specific objectives and
activities for the next 12 months (by end of April 2016).
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APPENDIX A: Financial History
Camp Barnard Finances
Fiscal Year Actuals (Sep 1 to Aug 31)

2006/07

Revenue
Camp Fees
Scouts
Guides
All Other
Total, Camp Fees
Activity Fees
Equipment Rentals
Fundraising2
Grants and Donations
Sales less Cost of Sales
Rental, Ranger's House
Other Income
Interest Income
Total Revenue
Expenses
Salaries and Benefits
Wages, Casual
Travel and Training
Insurance
Marketing, PR, and Office Supplies
Gifts and Honoraria
Utilities
Building Maintenance & Repair3
Equipment3
Supplies and Operations
Other Expenses
Total Expenses
Net Income
1
2
3

$44,000

38,253
3,035
-1,288
9,600

$93,600

$20,500

2007/08

$21,674
979
31,686
$54,339

34,778
26,083
-47
9,600
3,600
17
$128,370

$31,631
3,677

2008/09

2009/10

$25,150 $28,625
5,844
3,660
38,387
45,019
$69,381 $77,304
133
1,731
60
2,166
29,166
33,365
29,086
16,941
-150
-115
9,600
9,600
623
235
17
16
$137,916 $141,243

$45,397
-266

$54,111

4,409
500
77
9,106
40,071
5,219
13,998
1,212
$95,092

1,052
3,935
4,246
4,338
2,084
2,988
2,726
1,900
146
224
15,843
12,438
12,775
57,536
46,603
28,821
5,217
9,248
29
12,913
16,675
16,072
3,809
315
673
$138,545 $137,789 $120,821

-$1,492

-$10,175

$128

$20,422

2010/11

2011/12

$24,314 $28,839
7,335
4,461
29,003
30,313
$60,652 $63,613
2,693
1,748
1,581
1,503
38,506
33,169
21,871
23,876
135
382
8,861
9,600
90
379
20
22
$134,409 $134,292

2012/13

1

$59,000
1,332
2,068
7,776
1,107
435
15,889
9,587
142
13,446

$59,973
-3,675
126
5,203
801
250
13,001
36,958
1,176
12,575
1,126
$110,782 $127,514
$23,627

$26,538
5,194
30,699
$62,431
1,482
1,447
42,407
17,575
135
9,600
53
15
$135,145

$29,052
2,436
49,925
$81,413
2,244
1,800
40,539
39,165
64
9,600
552
28
$175,405

$61,867

$59,676

640
7,198
670
100
13,760
29,878
6,871
9,025
1,031
$131,040

220
7,668
374
602
13,589
24,436
19,544
13,660
3,467
$143,236

$4,105

$32,169

$6,778

Does NOT include $14,175 LDS fees waived in August 2012 because of "in kind" contributions.
Camp fundraisers include Apple Day, Christmas tree sales, Polar Bear swim, Camp Barnard business breakfast.
These line items include both operating expenses and capital costs.

8/31/20144

Camp Barnard Investment Funds
Units
Unit Value ($)
Total Funds Value ($)
4

2013/14

2082.24
34.140
$71,088

1779.15
33.780
$60,100

1779.15 1623.765
30.559
34.330
$54,369 $55,744

1129.913 1715.309
38.250
40.910
$43,219 $70,173

1715.309
44.310
$76,005

1911.973
55.397
$105,918

Includes 301.927 units specifically designated for "waterfront improvements" ($16,725 as of 8/31/14).

Current Priority Capital Projects When Funding Has Been Secured
Estimated
Cost
Workshop Extension - fully funded

$8,000

Notes

Completion
Date

$2,000 Pacific Jamboree
$6,000 Camp Barnard Committee

Dec 2014

Waterfront Improvements - fully funded
- remediation and upgrade of swim dock
- gangway, shower, septic

$58,000

$16,725 designated investment funds
$14,281 Victoria Foundation
$7,000 Harbourside Rotary
$20,000 Pacific Jamboree

Mar 2015

Keego Kitchen Improvements - fully funded
(stoves, sink, tables, shelving, hook-ups)

$25,000

$15,000 private donation
$5,000 Pacific Jamboree
$5,000 Camp Barnard Committee

Mar 2015

Excluding $20,000 donated design fees
$10,057 Blockhead
$11,000 Rotaries
$5,000 BC Rehab
$7,000 Sooke Community Fund

Apr 2015

New Keego Washroom
- "off the shelf" cost estimate
- includes $20K for septic field etc.

$153,220

$20,000 Pacific Jamboree
$40,000 Camp Barnard Committee
$2,750 miscellaneous donations
$57,413 "unfunded"
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APPENDIX B: Usage History

Camper Nights by User Category
by Fiscal Year
10000
Scouting Youth

Camper
5000
Nights

Scouting Leaders

0
5000
4000
3000
Camper
Nights 2000

3rd Party Youth
3rd Party Adults

1000
0
16000
14000
12000
10000
Camper
8000
Nights
6000

Scouting Total
3rd Party Total
Total

4000
2000
0
60.0
50.0
40.0
Per Cent 30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

3rd Party % of
Total

Fiscal Year
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Camper Nights by Season
by Fiscal Year
16000
14000
12000
10000

Fall

Camper
8000
Nights

Winter

6000

Spring
Summer

4000

Total

2000
0

Camp Fees by Season
by Fiscal year
90000
80000
70000
60000
Fall

Camp 50000
Fees 40000

Winter
Spring

30000

Summer
20000

Total

10000
0

Fiscal Year
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APPENDIX C: SWOT (Strengths/Weaknesses/Opportunities/Threats)
Goal 1: Improved performance through management excellence,
enhanced volunteer support and expanded Scouting group
involvement
Internal
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Strengths
volunteers who are capable, hard working
and high achieving and come together to
create teams that meet challenges
willing, capable, productive Camp staff
who interact positively with users and work
well with volunteers
positive, very productive Camp Barnard
Committee leadership
excellent relationships with supporting
Scouting groups, suppliers, service
providers, Cascadia Council and provincial
Scouting staff
good advantage taken of free/subsidized
help from Camp users and other supportive
individuals and organizations
effective, well run user registration/
payment system capable of providing
detailed information on Camp usage
annual budgets developed and reviewed at
least monthly

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

Weaknesses
ad hoc Camp Barnard Committee structure
biased in membership toward facility
restoration and with too few people taking
on too many responsibilities
no organized Camp management team
succession planning process > very
vulnerable to loss of key individuals
insufficient management control and
supervision of staff and projects at Camp
financial system software outdated, not all
transactions correctly captured – e.g.
grants, capital expenditures – and useful
management summaries difficult to obtain
incomplete financial controls and no
external review of revenues/expenditures
in addition to BP&P, local procedures and
standards exist but there could be gaps
no easily accessible records management
system except for user registration/payment
and routine financial transactions
internal reporting irregular and incomplete
ad hoc planning, primarily annual budget
focused

External
Opportunities
Threats
take full advantage of Scouts Canada’s
• difficulty in finding/recruiting qualified
direction to transform camps into activity
volunteers to fill major gaps in Camp
centres and its renewed commitment to
management capability, including the
environmental responsibility.
additional expertise and commitment
required for new initiatives.
actively involve local Scouting youth in
Camp management and development
enhance direct contact with Scouting
groups and Scouting alumni to make them
part of the Camp Barnard “team” with
involvement in everything from priority
setting to “good turns”
develop and implement a volunteer
appreciation program
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Goal 2: Enhanced high quality outdoor programs for both youth and
their leaders

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Internal
Strengths
Weaknesses
service team knowledge, enthusiasm
• camp-supported programs are few in
number and range and support is limited
accessible by users
• no existing staff or funding for programs
year-round availability
• Scouting volunteers for program delivery,
existing outdoor resources at camp
both at camp and within groups, already
already used by Scouting groups for
overworked
program delivery, primarily Beavers and
•
except locally, Scouting’s organizational
Cubs
commitment is conceptual, not substantive
a few camp-supported programs for youth
•
on-site facilities/equipment for programs
already exist (e.g. archery, ) or are planned
require development/improvement
(Summer Adventure Camp)
• liability/risk management barriers,
long history as a site for delivery of adult
especially for 3rd parties
training programs
• limited profile within Scouting and none
pilot for Scouts Canada Adventure Centre
outside
program
External
Opportunities
Threats
high potential Scouting demand – youth
• competition from non-outdoor activities
and adults
(e.g. sports, lure of the screen)
involve youth in program/activity selection, • competition from other organizations (e.g.
development and delivery
YM-YWCA, Cadets, Guides)
rd
fee-based programs for 3 party users
• parental fears of perceived risky activities
link to existing Scouting events and
• budget cuts to schools
training
• limited donation possibilities for program
operations versus facilities/equipment
benefits to ongoing programs from 2015
and 2019 Pacific Jamborees at Camp
Barnard
lever connections to external users of the
camp
numerous activities/opportunities outside
but near camp, including wilderness
credibility from both Scouting and external
certifications – Scouts Canada Adventure
Centre, SCENES, BC Camping Assoc.
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Goal 3: Camp Barnard a valued classroom for environmental
management and education

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Internal
Strengths
Weaknesses
Camp Barnard contains extensive natural
• no organized team to promote and deliver
areas, some relatively undisturbed
environmental stewardship and programs
Scouts Canada and Scouting programs are
• potential natural areas/sites for protection
strongly supportive of environmental
and enhancement have not been identified,
stewardship and education
fully described and formally set aside at the
Camp
substantial natural environment/resource
expertise within the local Scouting adult
• existing trails and signage have not been
community
well maintained or fully developed
recent ecosystem mapping, vegetation
• on-site equipment to support environmental
species list, and identification of some
education and stewardship has not been
opportunities for restoration (Hogg, 2011)
inventoried or evaluated
five mini natural environment geocache
• off-site nearby environments and resources
tours designed for small groups (Hogg,
have not been identified or described
2011)
• current use of Camp environmental
resources is inconsistent at best and those
already working on SCENES (Scout
Centres of Excellence for Nature and
resources have not been well marketed,
either internally or externally
Environment) accreditation
• little if any funding within Scouts, either
locally or nationally, to support this Goal.
External
Opportunities
Threats
potential academic and conservation group • current links to and use of external
partners are numerous and active on
resources are ad hoc
southern Vancouver Island
• competition from locations closer to
ability to apply existing BC ecosystem
Victoria than Camp Barnard (e.g. Swan
management principles and guidelines at
Lake)
Camp Barnard
increasing demand for hands-on nature
programs for students at all levels,
preschool to postgraduate
connecting youth to nature is a priority for
a number of funding organizations
training and demonstration site for
ecoforestry (including selective logging) as
a component of environmental stewardship
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Goal 4: Essential supportive facilities and equipment in place and
fully functional

•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Internal
Strengths
Weaknesses
variety of accommodation from cabins/
• usage data for individual facilities is not
buildings to “backyard” camping to
easily accessible
prepared easy access pack-it-in camping, to • essential ongoing maintenance is
wilderness.
threatened by budget shortfalls
facility rehabilitation, started in 2005, is
• the property has not been formally
near completion
subdivided into management areas > e.g.
new water/water treatment system
natural protected, undeveloped multiple
completed 2013
use, program special use, developed use,
utilities, transportation
extensive site preparation in progress for
PJ2015
• no facilities development and annual
implementation plan based on projected
project-specific fundraising has been and
activities and usage
will probably continue to be successful and
sufficient
• no realistic estimate of Camp current or
potential maximum capacity for various
property is capable of supporting additional
uses
activities and increased use
• no costed facilities maintenance plan – e.g.
for buildings, washrooms, food service
facilities, utility systems, program
equipment, roads and trails
External
Opportunities
Threats
careful planning to take maximum
• declining usage that further threatens
advantage of PJ2019
maintenance budgets
ensure facilities/equipment budget items
• more difficult to get funding support for
are included in external funding for new
facilities than for programs
programs/activities
• unfundable natural disaster impacts
maximize accessibility for youth with
disabilities
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Goal 5: Camp Barnard, its mission and its capabilities known and
supported throughout the region

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Internal
Strengths
Weaknesses
• public relations, marketing and fundraising
product: large property with a lake for
almost entirely dependent on volunteers
swimming and extensive, recently
improved facilities including a variety of
• fundraising coordination is off the side of
accommodation
desks
price: very competitive rental rates
• Camp Barnard not well known in the
place: close to Victoria, available yearcommunity and then, only as a camp for
Scouting
round
potential: for development as an “Activity • current product has limitations: no arrival
support, no food services, no cleanup
Centre”, not just a place to camp
rd
• only a few off-the-shelf programs/activities
available for 3 party use, including
program/activity services
with supporting infrastructure
updated website focussed on all potential
• Scouts Canada Activity Centre support
users, not just those within Scouting
notional, not substantive – including
marketing and fundraising
strong leadership for marketing and
communications
• camp-delivered program services just
beginning
recognized fundraising events
• no “canned” marketing material
• insufficient funding to allow effective
communications and marketing
• current fundraisers account for >30% of
Camp operating income; all are potentially
sustainable but are volunteer dependent
• public relations/marketing/fundraising
planning in progress but not completed
External
Opportunities
Threats
modify the property brand to emphasize
• media reports of past youth abuse in
“Camp Barnard”, not just Scouting
Scouting
actively communicate and promote new
• budget cuts to schools for non-core
Camp programs and activities as they come
activities
on stream, including to 3rd parties
• competition from others with higher market
recognition: e.g. Camp Thunderbird, Swan
within policy limits, expand use to adults,
both within and outside Scouting, including
Lake, Camp Pringle
hosted events
re-examine the income potential from
ecoforestry
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APPENDIX D: March 30, 2014 Workshop
Best Thing That Happened in the Last 5 Years
− Grace and strong Camp Committee
−
−
−
−

− found the $ to do what had to be done –
almost
− Mor bathroom being built
− kitchen shelters in back 40
− Columbia campsite revitalization
− increased usage

−
−
−
−

− all the terrific infrastructure updates that
have facilitated more program
opportunities
− facility improvements
− William Head Corrections Canada
− Willy’s boys
− rock climb wall

bid for PJ
clearing back country of bad trees
outhouses and bathroom at Mor
more care in Camp management and
maintenance
− infrastructure improvements and
development
Area events
more training use
buildings and systems updated
Area training/events

Most Important Thing That Needs to Happen in the Next 5 Years
−
−
−
−

funding stability
higher use
increase camping use!!
30,000 camper nights per year

−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−

beef up program
funding
more camp use/activities
difficulty in finding booking times because
the Camp is too busy
BP’s angels
improve the Camp usage
Keego kitchen upgrade
improve lake-side campsite and rebuild
dock

−
−
−
−

−
−
−
−
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low ropes course
geocaching course (section)
improved disc golf course
development of additional program activity
opportunities for senior sections
expand beach/new boathouse
storage area for pioneering staves
zipline
program development

− finish/replace Keego bathroom
− succession plan
− host PJ15
−
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Action Items from Plan Goal Working Groups
Goal 1: Improved performance through management excellence, enhanced
volunteer support and expanded Scouting group involvement
− clarify the role/mandate of the Camp Barnard Committee
− develop job descriptions for key Committee positions
• chair, vice-chair, finance, treasurer, secretary, marketing, fundraising, camp operations,
members @large, registrar
− recruiting plan for positions
• nominating committee to research new blood, identify possible volunteers for specific
tasks
• anticipate roles in transition or vacant
• inventory of available talent in local Scouting
• mine alumni for potential resources
• actively recruit
• engage GVA youth network for Committee membership and support
− provide training opportunities for new members and critical positions
− develop an accessible repository for Committee information
− develop and implement both internal and external reporting
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Goal 2: Enhanced high quality outdoor programs for both youth and their leaders
(From 2013, not from Mar. 30 Workshop)
− build boardwalk, install small culverts, etc. to make the Lake Trail accessible year-round as a
nature trail and a centrepiece for the camp.
• approach PJ program people about using this as a legacy project as at Byng.
− natural history signage, restricted (no) access to creek banks out back (with support from
Salmon Enhancement Society.
− resource bins to lend to camp users/teachers (e.g. on salmon, wetland life, geocaching, First
Nations, etc.
− a viewing platform in the wetland area between Columbia and the road, lists of birds,
wildlife, trees, plants, amphibians, etc.
− found in camp (much like the list put together by a Uvic class a couple of years ago, a new,
more attractive version of.
− look for creative ways of using the Netsepoye area for program (e.g. restore the campsite,
build an obstacle course, build a natural playground of stumps, logs, etc., put one of the BC
Parks outhouses back there.
− install a night geocaching route using reflective markers.
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Goal 3: Camp Barnard a valued classroom for environmental management and
education
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

create a complete list of on-site natural items.
baseline inventory and mapping – plants, animals, birds, ecosystems.
list and evaluate on-site facilities and equipment.
signage – story boards; other information for leaders.
photos of facilities/resources on website.
create an inventory and prescription of large/small potential restoration/preservation projects
(e.g. broom pulling, planting); identify age/section.
list of external resources e.g. JDF Trail.
develop resource list with cross-reference to youth program at all levels.
need a list of human resources both within and external to Scouting (kept up to date).
contacts at external agencies – UVic biology, hatcheries, First Nations, Parks Canada, HAT,
VNHS, Horticultural Centre of the Pacific, Royal Roads, high school science, Kludak.
engage external resources – for education, demonstration.
resource people to identify specialty items – plants, trees, ecosystems.
constant communication to groups.
create promotional materials focused on youth.
updated website – information, photos.
available pre-camp on website – registration form, outdoor resource list.
need a summer program to showcase our resources.
brochure demonstrating linkages both with outdoor resources and section
badges/requirements.
wants/needs/satisfaction surveys.
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Goal 4: Essential supportive facilities and equipment in place and fully functional
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

develop a facilities plan – status quo or Adventure Centre?
prioritize current projects:
Keego washroom – yes/no?
waterfront and equipment – need plan
waterfront washroom
canoeing/kayaking/swimming
wheelchair accessibility
3rd party rentals
Keego kitchen upgrade
stoves obsolete
heaters not efficient
emergency plan requirements
communications
gas storage
fire
power
water
sewage
maintain current facilities to prolong life.
program dependent facilities?
focus on trail making, around the lake first
repair, restoration, accessibility
capitalize on PJ2015 for hot showers.
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Goal 5: Camp Barnard, its mission and its capabilities known and supported
throughout the region
− determine a realistic max capacity of the camp and what would the requirements for staffing
etc. if we reached maximum capacity, what is the actual cost per camper per night
− develop a marketing plan
− develop marketing budget
− create position on Camp management team
− decide what marketing techniques will be most effective, a few well done, rather than many
poorly done
− create both short and long term goals
− formalize and publicize who can use camp, and what the requirements
− build reach of social media
− research alternate markets
− monitor competition, what do they do well that we can do better
− develop a financial plan that will cover operating costs and determine rental income required
to support CB
− provide training for all Camp management team members on the basics of “selling” the camp
− don’t ignore current users in the search for new users
− review rental rates and actual cost per camper per night to determine if increases are required.
− review new product offerings, are they being used, can they be improved
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